Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<BEGIN MISION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.

C_OPSRick says:
::stands over the OPS console and making list of useable decks::

CSECWolfe says:
::sitting in his office, sipping casually at a cup of coffee.....rubbing his smooth chin wistfully::

CO_Reed says:
::in his ready room, looking again at the orders he recieved::  Self:  I can't believe they want to do this to Arcadia...

CFCO_Harr says:
:: In OPS working on maintenance schedule for shuttls and runabouts::

CTO_Matt says:
::stands in Ops, checking his sensors and running a diagnostics on the sensors::

CNS_Savar says:
::In office, writing more psych profiles::

KateWolfe says:
::she walks past the Security office...then stops, and traces her steps backwards, walking into the office:: Max: You didn't......

CSECWolfe says:
::setting the cup down and looks up...smiling::  Kate:  What?  ::punches up the latest relocation reports::

CFCO_Harr says:
CTO: Let me know when the frieghters are in range

C_OPSRick says:
CTO: Will you let me know when you start recieving a signal from those frieghters?

KateWolfe says:
::she taps the padd in her hand against her finger nails:: Max: You could have warned me....you haven't kissed me without a goatee since we were at the Academy.

CTO_Matt says:
CFCO/COPS:  Yes, Sirs.

CSECWolfe says:
::chuckles::  Kate:  Well.......it was a spur of a moment thing.  Whaddya think?

CFCO_Harr says:
C_OPS: Any new hjoloprograms lately?

C_OPSRick says:
::strolls over to the Capt's Ready Room and signals the Capt::

C_OPSRick says:
CFCO: Yes, maybe after this is over.

KateWolfe says:
::cocks her head to the right:: Max: I'll have to think about it....::grins:: and maybe even try it out sometime.

CO_Reed says:
::closes the file on the PADD then begins to head out of his ready room::  C_OPS:  Can I help you?

CNS_Savar says:
::Finds writing reports illogical and decides to use the Science Station in OPS, so leaves quarters::

CSECWolfe says:
::laughs aloud, leaning forward::  kate:  How was Patrick doing?

C_OPSRick says:
CO: Yes sir.  I have the list of decks that can be used.

CFCO_Harr says:
C_OPS: One thing about Arcadia its always got something happening

KateWolfe says:
::she wrinkles her brow:: Max: He's not doing well....it's going to take him time to recover.

CNS_Savar says:
::TL deposits CNS in OPS::

CSECWolfe says:
Kate:  Sorry to hear that......::his voice growing quiet::  You are welcome to come inside....

CO_Reed says:
::looks at the list, not sure if it will be enough or not::  It looks okay.  If our guests require more room, they will let you know.

KateWolfe says:
Max: The tac console blew up in his face....there was shrapnel everywhere.

CFCO_Harr says:
CNS: How are you doing today Counselor?

C_OPSRick says:
CO: Aye sir.

KateWolfe says:
::she comes in, and takes a seat in front of his desk::

CSECWolfe says:
Kate:  I know the feeling.....::a warm rushing entering the raking of scars on the left side of his face::

CO_Reed says:
::leaves Ops and heads down to the Security Office::

C_OPSRick says:
CNS:  How are you doing today?

CSECWolfe says:
::notices that the security measures..as per request....are up and ready::

CNS_Savar says:
C_OPS: I am phsically undamages.

KateWolfe says:
::she reaches up to unpin her hair...having a little surprise for him as well...her hair just hits the tops of her shoulders, where before it had been down to her waist:: Max: But he's in good spirits, and of course he sends word that my parents are looking for grandchildren.

KateWolfe says:
::all said as casually as she can say it::

CO_Reed says:
::walks to the door of the office::

CTO_Matt says:
::finishes his diagnostic and scans the area for incoming ships and anything unusual::

C_OPSRick says:
CNS:  Why the Vulcan two-step when it asked about your feelings?

CO_Reed says:
::pushes the little button for the door chime::

CSECWolfe says:
::notices the CO at the door and speaks up::  Door:  Come

CNS_Savar says:
C_OPS: The 'two-step'?  I am unaware of the meaning of this term.

CO_Reed says:
::enters::

KateWolfe says:
::turns towards the door and gives the captain a nod:: Reed: Captain......

CSECWolfe says:
CO:  Captain Reed ::stands::  How are the junior officers taking your orders, Sir?

CNS_Savar says:
::Brings up data on last mission on Science Console::

KateWolfe says:
::stands to offer the captain her seat::

C_OPSRick says:
CNS: will explain later ::chuckles:: Are you ready for the relocation measures?

CFCO_Harr says:
CNS: He meant how do you feel not wheter or not you are physically able tp work today::grinning::

CO_Reed says:
CSec:  They have a lot of questions.
Kate:  That's okay, I prefer to stand.

CNS_Savar says:
C_OPS: I am prepared to help out in any way I can.

CSECWolfe says:
::sits::  Reed:  They are young....the think they know it all.  We were all there at one point.

CO_Reed says:
I trust you both received your briefings, then?

CSO_Tyler says:
::looks around as the turbolift reaches OPS, and quickly hops off the lift::

KateWolfe says:
::she leans on the edge of Max's desk:: Reed: I've looked it over...it's a tremendous undertaking.

CFCO_Harr says:
CSO: Hello Tyler

CO_Reed says:
::smiles::  Yes, I remember questioning Captain McDowell's orders.. once.

CTO_Matt says:
::nods to the CSO::

C_OPSRick says:
CNS: Could you check on the modifcations to Decks14, 15, 18 and 23.

CSECWolfe says:
Reed:  The emptied quarters have been cleared and cleaned......extra precautions are up around all soon to be occupied decks.  We've had some run-ins with the denziens of the station, but that's to be expected...

CSO_Tyler says:
CFCO: Hello Hows it going Harrington

CFCO_Harr says:
CSO: Simply marvelous toi say the least

CSO_Tyler says:
::walks over to the Science Console :: CNS: Hello Counselor

CNS_Savar says:
C_OPS: I'll do it now.

CO_Reed says:
::looks at Kate::  I do not know what is more of an undertaking.. what is planned or keeping it a secret.

C_OPSRick says:
CNS: Thanks

CNS_Savar says:
CSO: Hello.  Do you need the use of your station?

KateWolfe says:
Reed: So far the shop keepers are being cleared without incident....but they aren't happy.

CEO_JJ says:
::Outside holodeck one locking the doors::

CSECWolfe says:
::nods::

CSO_Tyler says:
CNS: No no..carry on...just trying to look busy  .

KateWolfe says:
Reed: It's always hard to keep secrets....particularly on a station this size.

C_OPSRick says:
*CEO* How are the CB conversions coming along?

CO_Reed says:
Kate:  I seriously doubt a project of this magnitude will remain a secret for very long..

CSO_Tyler says:
*CEO* Tyler to JJ .. Sorry I'm running late, how is the relocation going?

CEO_JJ says:
*COUN*: CEO_JJ to Coun_Savar, How's the relocation of the crew members going

KateWolfe says:
Reed: How long will we operate under these conditions?

CEO_JJ says:
*C_OPS*:  conversions?

CEO_JJ says:
*CSO*: I am starting on the holodecks now sir

CNS_Savar says:
*CEO*: I was unaware we had started already.

C_OPSRick says:
*CEO* beds, bunks, etc?

CEO_JJ says:
::walks on to holodeck 2::

CSO_Tyler says:
*CEO* Excellent i'll meet you there

CTO_Matt says:
::continues to scan the area around the station for the frieghters::

CO_Reed says:
Kate:  My orders did not specify

CO_Reed says:
CSec:  Inform me if you encounter problems.

KateWolfe says:
Reed: I was afraid you'd say that....well, we'll make do.

CEO_JJ says:
*C_OPS*: Oh, sorry it slipped my mind we are going to use the Cargo Bays first. If one of my engineering teams isn't there just call for them

CSO_Tyler says:
::nods to the Counselor:: CNS: I'll be with the Chief ::hops on to turbolift ::  TL: Holodeck 2

CNS_Savar says:
::Closes down info on console:: All: I'm going to check on the civilians.

CEO_JJ says:
::arrives at HD2 and starts to shut the power off with command controls::

CSECWolfe says:
Reed:  Of course Captain

CFCO_Harr says:
CNS: Have fun

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: LRS begin to detect several vessels dropping out of warp at the edge of the system.

C_OPSRick says:
*CEO* alright, will check on them.

CO_Reed says:
:: turns to face the door ::

CNS_Savar says:
::Moves to TL:: Deck 11.

CO_Reed says:
::sighs, then exits::

CEO_JJ says:
*C_OPS*: if they haven't started tell me I hate it when they don't follow orders

CTO_Matt says:
*CO*  Sir, we have several vessals dropping out of warp at the edge of the system.

CFCO_Harr says:
::Open hailing frequencies to approaching vehicles::

CSO_Tyler says:
::arrives at Holodeck 2  and nods to the CEO::   CEO : How are thing s going so far Chief

CTO_Matt says:
::checks the approaching vessels for ids::

CEO_JJ says:
::power shut off to HD 2 begins lock down::

CO_Reed says:
*CTO*:  Have you identified them yet?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The sensors continue to detect a massive amount of vessels.

CSECWolfe says:
Kate:  I think the cloak and dagger nature of this mission is weighing heavily on the CO

C_OPSRick says:
::checks eng teams in CB and notices progress::

CEO_JJ says:
CSO: fine sir, I am using the code the Capt gave me to shut off the holodeck power and lock the doors

CSECWolfe says:
::deactivates his console and stands:: Kate:  care to walk with me on my rounds?

CNS_Savar says:
*CO*: What deck is being cleared first?

C_OPSRick says:
CTO: Have you identified the ships?

CTO_Matt says:
*CO*  Sir, I have not been able to determine their identity, just that there is a massive amounts of ships approaching.

CO_Reed says:
::walks through the nearly vacant promenade::

CSO_Tyler says:
CEO: Excellent. Have you decided which decks to move first?

CFCO_Harr says:
*CO* There's so much COM traffic it's interfering with are hails

KateWolfe says:
::she nods:: Max: I can tell he's not used to this.

C_OPSRick says:
CTO: Try again and I am boosting our signal.

CO_Reed says:
*CNS*:  Check with the Chief of OPS.
*CTO*:  That is probably them, but make sure they transmit the proper codes.

KateWolfe says:
Max: And I'm ready when you are.....

CTO_Matt says:
*CO*  Sir, they all have Federation signatures, and there is a massive amounts of comm traffic from the ships.

CNS_Savar says:
*COPS*: What deck is being cleared first?

CEO_JJ says:
CSO: well at the moment most of my engineering teams are working on the Cargo bays. For now I think that should hold all the people on those freighters

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: For the next 10 minutes, vessels continue to drop out of warp.

CO_Reed says:
*CFCO*:  Do your best to clear things up.

CEO_JJ says:
::motions to move on down and starts to walk to HS1::

CFCO_Harr says:
:: Attempte to cut thru the interference::

CO_Reed says:
::looks into the empty stores and wonders when they will once again be filled with people::

CSECWolfe says:
Kate:  Took us years to get used to it......::replaces the steaming, half-empty mug of coffee on the replicator before heading out::  Your hair looks very nice Love....you decided it was time for a change as well?  ::walks toward the lifts::

CTO_Matt says:
::tries his best to get the proper codes from each message approaching the station::

C_OPSRick says:
CNS: Deck 12 and 13.

KateWolfe says:
::pushes her hair behind her ear:: Max: I just thought a surprise would be a good idea.

KateWolfe says:
Max: And thank you. :: walks at his side::

CNS_Savar says:
TL: Deck 12

CSECWolfe says:
::smiles and winks::  Kate:  we both seem to be full of surprises.....:;steps up and calls for a lift::

C_OPSRick says:
*CO*: We have 500 ships on scanners.

CEO_JJ says:
::arrives at HS1:: CSO: In fact it seems that making space for the people is more important that's why I am the only one working on the holodecks, holosuites, and the like

CFCO_Harr says:
::Again attempts to hail appraoching vessels::

CO_Reed says:
*C_OPS*:  I suspected a number close to that.  Once they transmit the proper codes, prepare areas for them to dock.

Host CMMDRPlet says:
ACTION: A hail in response is coming over comm, but it is staticky.

KateWolfe says:
::she drops her voice just slightly:: Max: And apparently our parents are starting to get that itch......

CSO_Tyler says:
CEO: Handle it however you see fit ::smiling:: I'm going to head back to OPS if you need me ::turns and exits::

C_OPSRick says:
*CO*: Aye sir

CNS_Savar says:
::Arrives on deck 12 and watches as civilians walk quietly, carring few ppersonal belongings::

C_OPSRick says:
CTO: can you clean that up?

CEO_JJ says:
CSO: I'll page you

CSECWolfe says:
::chuckles::  Kate:  only a matter of time I suppose.....::holding the door open of the newly arrived lift for his wife::

CO_Reed says:
::continues to walk through the promenade, watching the last few shop owners pack up their products::

KateWolfe says:
::steps in just ahead of him::

CSO_Tyler says:
::raises hand in conformation as he walks out of the Holodeck::

CTO_Matt says:
::tries to clean the interference of the communications as he goes about confirming the proper codes::

CFCO_Harr says:
COM:Approaching Vesssels please transmit authorization and boost your signal we are having trouble reading you

KateWolfe says:
Max: It's a little different from the nagged point of view, you know?

Host CMMDRPlet says:
COMM: AS, This is Commodore Plet.......do...rea....

C_OPSRick says:
::adjusts hailing freqs::

CEO_JJ says:
*CO*: sir the thought just accord to me we don't have enough docking spaces for the number of ships that will be coming in. it might be a good idea to have OPS allocate some more transporter power

CSECWolfe says:
::keys deck 12:: Kate:  This is the first I've heard of the nagging....

CEO_JJ says:
::finishes with first holosuite and continues to next::

CTO_Matt says:
COPS:  that is the best I am going to get from all the traffic in the area.

C_OPSRick says:
COMM: CMMDRPlet: Can you read us?

C_OPSRick says:
CTO: Try narrowing the beam.

KateWolfe says:
Max: Patrick had a lot to say on it.....

Host CMMDRPlet says:
ACTION: Some of the comm traffic between the vessels drops off.

CSECWolfe says:
Kate:  Like what?

KateWolfe says:
::leaning against the wall of the turbolift::

CFCO_Harr says:
COMM: Approaching Vessals we are having difficulty reading you you please increase signal strength

C_OPSRick says:
COMM: CMMDR Plet: Can you read us? Sir

CSO_Tyler says:
::arrives in OPS sits at the Science Console and double checks the counsole in disbelief::

CEO_JJ says:
::locked down only 2 more on this deck::

CO_Reed says:
*CEO*:  Good idea.
*CSO*:  If you are not busy, I would like you to help coordinate the docking and transport of the freighters.

Host CMMDRPlet says:
COMM: Arcadia, this is Commodore Plet, do you read?

CEO_JJ says:
::continues on to next::

CSO_Tyler says:
*CO* Aye sir

CO_Reed says:
::decides it is time to head back up to Ops::

CEO_JJ says:
::arrives and takes off main control panel::

C_OPSRick says:
COMM: Yes sir we read you, can you transmit the authorization code?

CEO_JJ says:
::hooks up a Padd which downloads commands and performs::

KateWolfe says:
Max: Just informing me that it's my job to carry on the family line as he's not going to.

Host CMMDRPlet says:
ACTION: An authorization code comes through from one Excelsior class vessel in the group.

CEO_JJ says:
::puts main control panel back on and continues to next walking briskly::

CSO_Tyler says:
::looks at COPS awaiting conformation that the proper codes have been given::

CSECWolfe says:
::holds the door open as the lift stops::  Kate:  He isn't?  ::a bit surprised::

KateWolfe says:
::steps on to the deck:: Max: No- he's sworn off marriage....he's going on 37, and doesn't see the point now.

CFCO_Harr says:
CTO: We need codes from each ship or just a group authorization?

C_OPSRick says:
COMM: This Arcadia Station, authorization code is being checked, one moment?

CO_Reed says:
::walks into the turbolift, looking once again at the promenade before closing the door::  Computer, Station Ops.

C_OPSRick says:
*CO* Sir we have a authorization cade, do you wish to confirm it?

CSO_Tyler says:
*CEO* I hope your ready to make a miracle chief

CTO_Matt says:
CFCO:  just the one, which checks out.

CO_Reed says:
*C_OPS*:  I am on my way.

CEO_JJ says:
::finishes Deck:: *CSO*: whats that

C_OPSRick says:
cade = code

CSECWolfe says:
Kate:  Must be the scars talking.....::begins taking visual stock of the move out::

C_OPSRick says:
CO: Aye sir

CEO_JJ says:
*CO*: done with the Recreation things on Deck 11 sir

CO_Reed says:
::arrives at Station Ops::

CSO_Tyler says:
*CEO* we got a lot of ships and just a little room

C_OPSRick says:
Bridge: Stand by for some fast action.

KateWolfe says:
::making notes on the padd in her hand of the shopkeepers still left:: Max: It was a little irritating.

CO_Reed says:
*CEO*:  Acknowledged.

C_OPSRick says:
CO: Here is the code.

CSECWolfe says:
Kate:  The pressure?

CFCO_Harr says:
::Starts a preliminary schedule for docking bay use:: CTO: Find out if they have a docking schedule already prepared

CNS_Savar says:
::Turns around at sound of conversation:: Commanders.

KateWolfe says:
::smiles:: Max: Yes.

KateWolfe says:
Savar: Counselor..

CO_Reed says:
::walks up to the Chief of Operations::

CSECWolfe says:
Savar:  Ensign.  How is the move going?

CEO_JJ says:
*CSO*: tell the FCO to start plotting courses that will take the ships in and out of transporter range. when one is in range beam the people from it that need to come over directly to the promenade. if you need more power start Program CEO_JJ_Shields and tell the computer to transfer the power to the transporters

C_OPSRick says:
::hands the CO the code::

CTO_Matt says:
::looks up and sees the CO:  CO:  Sir, is there a schedule for docking, or are we on our own for that?

CO_Reed says:
::looks at the code, then nods::

Host CMMDRPlet says:
COMM: Arcadia Station, have you received our code?

CEO_JJ says:
*CSO*: is that miracle enough or do you need me in OPS, sir

CSO_Tyler says:
*CSEC* Tyler to Wolfe, sir I'm not sure if you want to setup any extra security protocols due to the amount of guests we'll be having. If so let me know and I will hold off docking

CNS_Savar says:
CSEC: The move appears to be moving along smothly.  I haven't seen any problems yet.

CEO_JJ says:
::gets into TL:: TL: Deck 12

CO_Reed says:
CTO:  I asked the CSO to try to come up with a schedule.  He could probably use your assistance, if you are not busy with other tasks.

C_OPSRick says:
COMM: CMMDR Plet: Code verified welcome to AS, start docking ships in series of 25.

CSECWolfe says:
*Tyler*  Extra security protocols are in place for all decks to protect both our guests and the station residents.  Be advised, extra sensors and shield generators are in place for emergency's

CSO_Tyler says:
*CSEC* JJ your a magician

KateWolfe says:
::smiles a little at this::

Host CMMDRPlet says:
COMM: AS: Where is Captain reed?

CSO_Tyler says:
*CSEC* Acknowledged

CSECWolfe says:
Savar:  Carry On.....::nods at his wife as he steps around the Counselor and continues his rounds::

CEO_JJ says:
::TL stops:: ::steps out of TL::

CNS_Savar says:
CSEC: Aye, sir.

C_OPSRick says:
COMM: CMMDR Plet: Captain Reed is her, do you wish to speak with him?

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  Sir, I can help the CSO with it, but, the traffic is horrible out there and there might still be some unexpected traffic that might surprise us.

CEO_JJ says:
::heads for holodeck 3::

KateWolfe says:
::also gives the Counselor a rather formal nod, and resumes her place at Wolfe's side::

C_OPSRick says:
her = here

Host CMMDRPlet says:
COMM: AS: Of course I do!

CO_Reed says:
CTO:  I trust you'll take that into consideration when coming up with a schedule, then.  :smiles::

C_OPSRick says:
CO: Cmmdr Plet is asking for you.

CO_Reed says:
COM: Cmmdr:  This is Captain Reed.

CSECWolfe says:
Kate:  Are you put off by the preasure, or the obvious changes in our lives that a child will bring?

CSECWolfe says:
<er pressure>

CEO_JJ says:
*Operasions*: I just thought of another idea we can send out the runabouts and shuttles and have them transfer personel from ship to station

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  Yes, Sir.

KateWolfe says:
Max: Both, to be honest. I've watched pregnant women, and it's not someplace I'm sure I want to be.

CSO_Tyler says:
::walks over to the Tactical station::    CTO: tell the freighters to use this course rotation. This will allow us to use the Chief's plan to get them all over here, but don't fill us to the brim yet sort of speak

CEO_JJ says:
Operasions=Operations

C_OPSRick says:
::keeping track of ships coming in:: CEO: will be too slow, will use docking rings and transporters.

Host CMMDRPlet says:
COMM: Reed: Ah, Captain.  Good to see you.  We have instructions to use our frieghters as housing as well as labs.  However, they will need to be combined together and tethered to the station.  Will this be a problem?

CTO_Matt says:
::looks at CSO and nods::  CSO:  I will do my best to dircect them on this course.

CSECWolfe says:
Kate:  True ::noding and some civilians while keeping his voice low::  Its tough to see the drive to bring a child into this Universe with this war.

CO_Reed says:
C_OPS:  Should this be a problem?

CEO_JJ says:
::finishes HD3::

KateWolfe says:
Max: You've got it...::said in a low voice as well::

C_OPSRick says:
CO: No sir but we can only have about 40 to 50 ships docked.

CEO_JJ says:
*CSO*: X taking the shuttles and runabouts out there will be enough traffic out there instead use there transporters

CO_Reed says:
COM: Cmmdr:  It should not be a problem.

CSO_Tyler says:
CO:::whispers:: recommend NOT using our full capacity sir

CSO_Tyler says:
*CEO* acknowledged

CO_Reed says:
CSO:  We will not unless we run out of options.

CEO_JJ says:
::heads for HD4::

Host CMMDRPlet says:
COMM: Reed: Good.  I will instruct my crews to begin.  I will meet with you in 10 minutes.

CTO_Matt says:
::attempts to weed out all of the ships in this "rag-tag fleet" partially from his sensors so that he can see if there are any ships that do not belong where it is::

KateWolfe says:
::the corridors are almost deserted, which seems completely strange::

CSECWolfe says:
Kate:  You know how I feel about this....I'm all for it if you're all for it.

CEO_JJ says:
::completes HD4 moves on to HD 5::

C_OPSRick says:
CEO: can you do a EVA?

KateWolfe says:
Max: I know. Just a scary thought to me.

CO_Reed says:
COM: Cmmdr:  Acknowledged.  I will have my transporter cheif beam you to TR 2, and I will meet you there when you are ready.

CNS_Savar says:
::Finishes checking the move on decks 12 and 13 and heads back to OPS::

CSECWolfe says:
kate:  Its not like you havent been responsible for lives before ::gives a wry, crooked smile::

KateWolfe says:
::she diverts her attention to the padd in her hand, focussing on the projected usage for the space they're passing through::

Host CMMDRPlet says:
COMM: Reed: That is most inefficient.  I will beam to your ready room.

CEO_JJ says:
*COPS*: depends

C_OPSRick says:
CO: Sir should I inform the senior staff about the ships?

CO_Reed says:
::raises an eyebrow::  COM: Cmmdr:  Whatever you want.

KateWolfe says:
Max: This would be different....this would be a child. Our child. And that seems to be far more valuable than almost all the lives I ever had under my command.

CO_Reed says:
C_OPS:  If they do not already know, they need to.

C_OPSRick says:
CEO: You may have to hook them up to the station?

CEO_JJ says:
*COPS*: my training was with repair on ships I never went more than 5 meters from the hull in training.

Host CMMDRPlet says:
COMM: Reed: Have your Ops Officer send the coordinates.  Out.

CEO_JJ says:
*COPS*: you're kidding. Who wants to cut a hole in the hull of the station and permenantly dock some ships?

CSO_Tyler says:
CTO: ::whispers:: do me a favor...keep an eye on the fleet. Let me know if you detect anything out of the ordinary....power spikes...excess subspace signals anything

CEO_JJ says:
::finishs HD 5 moves on to HD 6::

KateWolfe says:
::she lapses into silence, telepathically listening to the buzz around the station::

CO_Reed says:
::sees that the OPS officer is busy at the moment, and sends the coordinates himself::

CNS_Savar says:
::Arrives in OPS and quickly takes note of the going-ons::

Host CMMDRPlet says:
ACTION: LRS detect another group of ships dropping from warp at the edge of the system.

C_OPSRick says:
COMM: Cmmdr Plet: Corrdinates transmitting.

CSECWolfe says:
::stops and faces Kate::  Kate:  That was a little joke......listen.....why dont we sit down and hash this out...we have plenty of time

CTO_Matt says:
CSO:  ::nods::  CO:  Sir, there is another group of ships dropping out of warp.

CFCO_Harr says:
CO: we have another group of ships on sensors

C_OPSRick says:
ALL SENIOR STAFF: The ships have srrived.

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: sir. more ships dropping out of warp at the edge of the system

CEO_JJ says:
::finishs HD 6 moves on to HD 7::

CSECWolfe says:
::looks up instinctively at the shipwide comm::  Kate:  It seems our guests have arrived

CO_Reed says:
CSO:  Can you ID the ships?

C_OPSRick says:
srrived = arrived

CEO_JJ says:
*COPS*: sounds nice I am only on HD 7 I have two HDs left and I haven't touched Deck 13 yet

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: checking now  ::fingers gliding over the console checking the registry of the vessels::

KateWolfe says:
::she looks up at him:: Max; This conversation isn't going anywhere, love. And I have no problems with coming back to it later.

CEO_JJ says:
*COPS*: any word from my Eng Teams

CEO_JJ says:
::Completes 7 and moves up to 8 which is just around the corridor::

C_OPSRick says:
CEO: They are working diligently.

KateWolfe says:
::starts heading down to the Promenade, knowing that she'll be needed to help direct traffic in a big way::

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: about 280 more vessels....older classes not picking up any signals from them..attempting a hail

CSECWolfe says:
::follows...letting his wife muddle through this as only she can::

C_OPSRick says:
CTO: can you keep track of allthese ships?

CO_Reed says:
CSO:  Keep me informed.  I will be in my ready room.

CSO_Tyler says:
::attempts to hail second fleet::

CTO_Matt says:
COPS:  I am more worried about ships other than this "rag-tag fleet".

CO_Reed says:
:: goes into ready room and sits in his chair, waiting for the Cmmdr to arrive::

CEO_JJ says:
::finishes HD 8 and goes to HD 9::

Host CMMDRPlet says:
ACTION: A proper code is sent from the second group as they sit just outside the system.

CEO_JJ says:
::passes and port window and looks out::

CSO_Tyler says:
::checks the stations alert status

CEO_JJ says:
*OPS*: who turned out the stars!?

CFCO_Harr says:
CO They have the proper code as well

Host CMMDRPlet says:
ACTION: Commodore Plet beam into Reed's RR.

Host CMMDRPlet  (Transporter.wav)

CO_Reed says:
::looks at the Cmmdr and offers him a seat::

C_OPSRick says:
*CEO* I see ships and nothing but ships.

CEO_JJ says:
*OPS*: no one told me that there was going to be this many ships. *CSO*: you need to keep a sensor or too on the gravimetric displacement in the area and all other forms of EM fields

CSECWolfe says:
::once they arrive on the Prominade...looks out at the assembled fleet and takes in a shapr breath::

KateWolfe says:
*Ops* What is the status of the science labs? Are they cleared and ready?

CEO_JJ says:
too=two

Host CMMDRPlet says:
Reed: I shall stand, Captain.  I have been sitting far too long already.

CSECWolfe says:
<Sharp>

CO_Reed says:
::nods::

KateWolfe says:
::looking out at the mass of ships with an impassive eye, although the sheer numbers are staggering::

CSO_Tyler says:
*CEO* We have an eye on it.. thank you chief

C_OPSRick says:
*Kate* Cmdr, they are all ready.

CO_Reed says:
Cmmdr:  Do you know approximately how long Arcadia will be needed to accomodate your officers?

CEO_JJ says:
::continues on to HD 9::

KateWolfe says:
Max: Feeling overrun already?

CSO_Tyler says:
CTO: requests rosters from the two fleets of personel who will be needing to access the labs so that we may setup a proper rotation schedule so that everyone gets use of them, and so that we're not overrun

CSECWolfe says:
Kate:  Just remembering our last run in with a fleet this size....doing convoy duty on the Monarchy

Host CMMDRPlet says:
Reed: Indefinately, Captain.  I will relate my instructions to you.  At least as much as I am allowed.

KateWolfe says:
Max: And I remember the disaster that occured when we were attacked.

CEO_JJ says:
*Eng Teams*: Team Leaders this is CEO_JJ. I am giving everyone of you a direct order- unless this is over turned by a higher ranking officer follow it to the letter. Do not look out any windows and if you can run to your disinations

C_OPSRick says:
*CEO* How is power grid handling this overload?

CSECWolfe says:
Kate:  So many ships.....Arcadia would be a big fat target now...

CEO_JJ says:
<Team Leaders> *CEO*: yes sir

CO_Reed says:
Cmmdr:  Indefinately?  Should I inform the civilians on the station that they will be forced to leave?

CTO_Matt says:
CSO:  I will try, but, from the orders I received, I don't believe we will be getting any names of personel.

CEO_JJ says:
*COPS*: I have the computer set to tell me the minute anything goes wrong since there is no one in Engineering

CSO_Tyler says:
CTO: then ask for numbers, but we can't have all these people running amok on the station

Host CMMDRPlet says:
Reed: That may become necessary.  Arcadia Station is now under martial law until further notice.

KateWolfe says:
Max: I certainly hope that enough ships will be assigned to protect the place.

CEO_JJ says:
*COPS*: at the moment I haven't heard a thing from the computer

C_OPSRick says:
CSO/CTO: Start a rotation by priorities.

CEO_JJ says:
::finishes Deck 12::

KateWolfe says:
::makes a note to contact Starfleet Command to make certain we are covered::

CEO_JJ says:
::walks to TL::

CSECWolfe says:
Kate:  Me too....or our assignment here could come to a firey and abrupt end...::goes back to work::

CEO_JJ says:
*CO*: sir I have finished deck 12 I am on my way to deck 13 it should take me long

CO_Reed says:
Cmmdr:  I see.  Do I have permission to inform the crew of what is going on?  They will likely figure it out once mass production begins.

CO_Reed says:
*CEO*: Acknowledged.

KateWolfe says:
::she walks at his side:: Max: Trying wouldn't hurt. ::said very quietly::

CEO_JJ says:
::enters TL:: TL: Deck 13

Host CMMDRPlet says:
Reed: ::nods:: You may inform them of the obvious as well as anything I relate to you here.

CEO_JJ says:
::TL begins and ends trip quickly:: ::steps out::

CSECWolfe says:
::stops, eyebrows furrowed::  Kate:  I'm sorry...I didnt quite catch that

CO_Reed says:
Cmmdr:  Is there more?

CEO_JJ says:
::starts walking to HS 5::

C_OPSRick says:
CSEC: Cmdr, do you have your duty rosters so I can update my rosters?

KateWolfe says:
::she looks down at her padd, tapping in a command:: Max: I said it wouldn't hurt to try.

C_OPSRick says:
CSEC = *CSEC*

Host CMMDRPlet says:
Reed: As your orders mentioned, we have moved Starfleet's most sensitive military projects.

CSECWolfe says:
::brings his padd up and bounces his latest rosters to COPS:: *C_OPS*  On its way

CEO_JJ says:
::Beginning work on holosuite 5-9::

Host CMMDRPlet says:
Reed: Arcadia is relatively secure in it's position.....

C_OPSRick says:
*CSEC* Thank you sir.

CEO_JJ says:
::wonders about the ore that is still on the station::

CSECWolfe says:
Kate:  You know.....you can at me when you say that...::letting a small smile cross his lips::

CSO_Tyler says:
COPS: Rich ::walks over to his console::   ::whispers:: do you think its possible to augment the sensors to make a low level scan and not be detected??

C_OPSRick says:
CSO: why?

Host CMMDRPlet says:
Reed:....within the Federation.  However, due to the nature of some of our projects, the extra security meaures become necessary.....

CO_Reed says:
Cmmdr:  So were the construction facilities near Vulcan, but look at what happened to them.  What kind of protection are we going to have?

CSO_Tyler says:
::whispering::  COPS: I just want to have a peak over there ::gesturing to the main viewer's display of the massive fleet::

KateWolfe says:
::she looks up, crossing her arms in front of her:: Max; I said...::clear throat:: that I think trying wouldn't hurt.

CEO_JJ says:
*COPS*: what is going on up there anything I should be interested in

Host CMMDRPlet says:
Reed: ::annoyed at being interupted::  Captain, I have learned that the remnants of 8th Fleet will arrive shortly to help guard the station.

CSECWolfe says:
Kate:  Alright  ::smiles::

KateWolfe says:
Max: But I'm not expecting anything.

C_OPSRick says:
::looks at viewscreen:: CEO: not at this time.

CO_Reed says:
Cmmdr:  Understood.  Is there anything else?

KateWolfe says:
::looks out the window::

CEO_JJ says:
*COPS*: I have my Engineering Teams on a Run and don't look out the windows order, there has to be something new

C_OPSRick says:
CSO: ::whispers:: are you fearful of something or is it your curiosity?

CSECWolfe says:
::walks up behind his wife and places a gentle hand on each of her shoulders::

C_OPSRick says:
CEO: We have 780 ships outside.

CSO_Tyler says:
COPS:: ::looks at the screen then turns back to COPS::   A little bit of both

CEO_JJ says:
::finishes HS 5::

CTO_Matt says:
::continues to fade each ship of this "rag-tag fleet" from his sensors so that there is not too much strain on the sensors, and himself::

KateWolfe says:
::leans her cheek against his right hand:: Max: Looks like a lot of things are going to start changing.

Host CMMDRPlet says:
Reed: To start out, we shall be moving the top secret R&D facilities onto the station.  They should take up most, if no all, of the lab facilities here.  The rest of our labs and R&D facilities will remain on the converted frieghters.

C_OPSRick says:
CSO: Let me think about it give me a couple of minutes.

CEO_JJ says:
*COPS*: 780 ships!!! what is starfleet training to do tell the Dominion to attack

CO_Reed says:
Cmmdr:  Understood.

CEO_JJ says:
training=trying

CSECWolfe says:
::eyebrows furrowing...reading some of the registries::  Kate:  And I dont think for the better....so much for Arcadia being quiet...

CNS_Savar says:
::Decides now would be a good time to check on the civilians:: TL: Civilian temporary quarters

CSO_Tyler says:
COPS: take your time

CSECWolfe says:
<erm.....Ship Registries>

Host CMMDRPlet says:
Reed: That will be all for now.  So you know, Captain....

CO_Reed says:
Cmmdr:  You know where to find me if there is more.

C_OPSRick says:
CEO: Come up to OPS and see for yourself.

KateWolfe says:
Max: What is it?

CSO_Tyler says:
CTO: any word back about those personell requests??

CEO_JJ says:
::finishes HS 6:: *COPS*: wish I could I have three HS left

Host CMMDRPlet says:
Reed: ...I have no intention of interfering with day to day operations here.  However, I have been given full acess to command codes should it be necessary.

CTO_Matt says:
CSO:  No, I have not got one word from the fleet since the Commodore beamed over.

Host CMMDRPlet says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>.

